Wall Sides Story
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Inspiration
Once upon a time there was a big defensive wall built to protect the medieval city of Eivissa from the enemies.

Nowadays it is still an unconquerable fortress, although there are no more enemies. People with different kinds of disabilities cannot easily enter the city because of many obstacles that they can meet on their road.

The wall side story shows us how we can discover this city from different sides - external, inside the wall and inside the city – without any boundaries.
Strategy

No connections

Breaking the wall

Creating accessibility

Through the Bastions
Intervention

Master plan
Intervention

CHANGE OF GROUND LEVEL

[Diagram showing various areas with labels and diagrams for different sections]
Intervention
Intervention

New bridges
New bridges are built to connect bastions and create accessible ways.
Intervention

Horizontal & vertical Connections

Connections by squares

Meeting points

Connections

Lift
Guiding line created with contrast materials and lights to lead people along the wall and inside the city. New info boards with raised maps are scattered through Dalt Vila to make the orientation easier.
Intervention
Intervention

BUILDING INTERVENTION
Intervention
Intervention
Intervention

LIFTS

2 kinds of lifts in the area:
Intervention
L.O.W.U.S.
Let’s Open Walls for Us
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